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Introduction
Box cutting plane has been widely applied in practical engineering for its own merits such as excellent torsion property and slight weight. With the development of civil engineering and bridge engineering and with the advance of construction technology, curve box girder is used more and more widely [1] . As for continuous curve box, it is much complex to complete spatial analysis precisely [2] [3] [4] . However, finite curve strip method can satisfy the stability and precision conditions and at the same time the computing parameter which is necessary to be input are few, which makes finite curve strip method become the efficient computational method [5] [6] . Finite curve strip method is a special form of the finite element method whose physical parameters can be determined easily [7] . Thus, it is necessary in do some research work in structural analysis theory of curved box girder bridge. In structural analysis theory of curved box girder bridges, finite curve strip method is an expedient and applied method. But by now, the research results by this method are rare.
Thus in this paper, directed against single cell curved box girder bridges, mechanical analysis is studied by applying Finite strip element theory. Based on finite strip element theory, stiffness matrix of finite curved strip element is deduced and then mechanical analysis of the single cell curved box girder bridge is completed.
Finite Strip Element Theory
Finite strip element theory utilizes the different kinds of ϕ , called conic angle, to depict different relations between strain and displacement( Figure 1 ). If . T is rotational matrix from total coordination system to local coordination system. m U and m R are respectively the m th item of total displacement vector and total load vector. The pinned curve box displacement U is:
Numerical Integral of Element of Stiffness Matrix
In Eq.(6), stiffness matrix 
Where matrix
is the corresponding result of matrix . In order to make the numerical integral convenient and concise, the old coordinate system is diverted into ξ coordinate system. Supposing 
Procedure Validation and Example Analysis
In order to apply finite strip element-flexibility theory to the analysis of continuous curved box girder with diaphragms, the corresponding procedure called CBSFSM (in Fortran) is compiled in this paper. At first, validate the correctness of analytical procedure of pinned curved box girder which is used by CBSFSM. A model of pinned curved box girder is studied in this paper. The length of the middle axis is = L 120cm. The values of displacement parameters and the widths of the cutting plane are shown in Table 1 . The curve strip element and the number of the line are shown in Figure 3 . The plan of the pinned curved box girder is shown in Figure 4 . he radius is 300 = R cm and the angle is M in the radial direction are respectively shown in Figure  5 and Figure 6 . The results in brackets in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are those in Ref. [5] and the results without brackets are gained from the analytical procedure of pinned curved box girder which is used by CBSFSM. Comparing the two kinds of results, the generalized stresses are very close to each other, which also indicates that the analytical procedure of pinned curved box girder is correct and reliable.
Conclusion
From finite strip element theory, a concise and reliable computational method for mechanical analysis of continuous curved box girder with diaphragm is studied in this paper, which needs fewer elements compared to other computational methods. The computational process is fast, correct, steady and convergent. The data of series item m is important and the proper value can be determined by gradual comparison method. Finite strip element theory considers that plane effect and bending effect are irrelative while in fact, those two effects are interactional. Thus, much more precise and proper analytical theory for continuous curved box girder will be studied.
